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Abstract 

In this paper we consider constraint equations corresponding to Einstein field 

equations coupled with massless scalar fields. By using conformal method and 

some results from Bifurcation Theory, we prove that in the case of space-times 

admitting constant mean curvature hypersurfaces,  solution of constraint  

equations is not unique. We also remark that same result holds if mean 

curvature of  hypersurfaces is not constant.  

 

1. Introduction 

In classical general relativity, Einstein field equations coupled with massless scalar 

fields are described by 

          Rµν −  R. 4 µν =  χTµν where 

     Tµν = 2β. [2 4ψ,µ
4ψ,ν −

4
µν ( 

4ψ,p
4ψ,p)] 

Here  4ψ denotes a real valued function on R4,   Tµν is the stress energy tensor,  Rµν 

denotes Ricci tensor, R is the curvature scalar, 4
µν is a space-time metric and β is a 

positive constant corresponding to the choice of units. Choice of units can be made so 

that χ may be taken as unity. Since we are considering massless scalar fields, there is 

no mass term in Tµν. If we include mass term, then in certain cases, for example in the 

case of π0- mesons, energy condition gets violated. (See, for example, Hawking and 
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Ellis [8], pages 95-96). If we consider a space-time V resulting from evolution of a 

three dimensional spacelike hypersurface M which is usually taken as three 

dimensional compact or non-compact Riemannian manifold, then V can be described 

as isomorphic to M × R and above field equations can be split into four constraint 

equations and six evolution equations in terms of three dimensional quantities defined 

on M. This formalism is well known as ADM formalism (see, for example, Misner, 

Thorne and Wheeler [15], Chapter 21). Splitting uses Gauss-Codazzi equations from 

differential geometry. These equations are given as follows:  

Constraint equations are 

Φ0 (g, ψ, π, γ)= R(g) √g - ( │ π │²- 1/2 (〖tr〗_g π)²)/√g + 2β [ (γ ²+A(ψ))]μ_g =0    (1)  

(This is known as Hamiltonian constraint equation),  

And 

Φi ( , , , ) = 2 ( j kij - i( ))   + σ ,i = 2  ij 
 jk + σ ,i 

 

                       = 2 g ij k π jk + 4β γμ_g ∇ψ=0                                                             (2) 

(This is known as Momentum constraint equation).  

 

Here π is momentum density conjugate to  and γ is scalar density conjugate to ψ,            

such that ψ is the scalar field on M induced by  4ψ  , and  is a Riemannian metric on 

M induced by 4
µν.  The induced fields on M are obtained by taking pull-backs of 

quantities on  space-time V  by an imbedding from M into V . 

Also A(ψ) =  ψ,i ψ
′i  = |∇ψ|2. 

 Evolution equations are given as follows: 

∂g⁄∂t= 2 N (π^'- ½ (tr π^') g) - LX g  

  ∂π⁄∂t = NS_g(π, π) –[N Ein (g) -hess N- g∆ N] μ_g+βNγ2 g μ_g   

                               - βN(2 ψ ̃-   g A(ψ)) μ_g - LX π                                              

 ∂ψ⁄∂t= - σ^'N/4 β - LX ψ                  as σ^'= γ 

∂γ⁄∂t= 4βN∆ ψ μ_g- 4β(∇N. ∇ ψ) μ_g- LX γ 

Here N is the Lapse function and X is the shift vector field as in the ADM formalism, 

and where   = ψ,iψ,j ,  

A(ψ) =  
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N = −  ijN|i|j , Hess N = N|i|j , 

Ein( ) = Ric( ) −   R( ) , 

(π, π) = −2[π′ × π′ −  (trπ′)π′]  +  ♯ [π′.π′ −  (trπ′)2] , 

(π′ × π′)ij = (π′)ik(π′)j
k, π

′.π′ = (π′)ij (π′)ij  

Here vertical bar in N|i|j  
  denotes covariant derivative with respect to . 

For sufficiently smooth metric g, if K denotes the second fundamental form, then we 

have π′ = (K − (tr K) ,) and π = π′⊗  where  is the volume element 

corresponding to .  

Mathematical aspects of this formalism such as the problem of linearization stability 

and its relationship with the presence of Killing fields, manifold structure of the set of 

solutions of constraint equations, existence and uniqueness of solutions of constraint 

equations for vacuum space-time as well as space-time with matter fields such as 

electromagnetic fields, Yang-Mills fields,  scalar fields etc. attracted attention of 

mathematicians and theoretical physicists for more than four decades. These aspects 

are aptly described in the review articles by Fischer and Marsden [7], York [22], 

Choquet-Bruhat and York [4] and more recently by Bartnik and Isenberg [2] and also 

in the recent book by Choquet-Bruhat [6].  As far as system of Einstein field 

equations coupled with scalar fields is concerned, Saraykar and Joshi [19] and 

Saraykar [20] proved that this system is linearization stable if mean curvature of 

spacelike hypersurface is constant.  Spacelike hypersurface may be compact [19] or 

non-compact [20]. Of late, there have been renewed interest in the study of Einstein 

constraint equations in the sense of studying manifold structure of the set of solutions 

of these equations (see, for example, Bartnik [1], Rai and Saraykar [18] and 

McCormik [14] and also proving existence and uniqueness of solutions of constraint 

equations, in both the cases where Cauchy hypersurface is of constant mean curvature 

(CMC case) or non-constant mean curvature (Non-CMC case). Considering the 

earlier work of Choquet-Bruhat, York, O’Murchadha, Isenberg, Moncrief and others 

[4,5,6,10,22], conformal method proved to be sufficient enough to ensure the 

existence and uniqueness of solutions. However, careful numerical analysis by 

Pfeiffer and York in 2005 [17] and theoretical work by Walsh in 2006 [21] shaked our 

belief about uniqueness of solutions. Walsh used techniques from Bifurcation Theory 

to prove that matter density possesses a critical value beyond which solution of 

constraint equations bifurcates, thus putting results of Pfeiffer and York on a solid 

theoretical basis.  Later, in 2012, Holst and Meier [9] systematically analyzed the 

work of Walsh and put these results in a more sophisticated form. In the present 

paper, we use techniques from Walsh [21] and Holst and Meier [9] and prove that the 
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constraint equations for Einstein field equations coupled with scalar fields have a non-

unique solution. 

 

Thus, in Section 2, we describe the requisites from Bifurcation  

theory needed to prove our results and also describe conformal formulation for 

constraint equations which is the standard one to prove existence of solutions. In 

Section 3, we formulate the problem and prove a series of results, thus obtaining the 

critical value of scalar density beyond which a solution will bifurcate. In Section 4, 

we prove our main non-uniqueness theorem for CMC case  under a suitable condition 

on conjugate scalar density. We also remark that similar result holds for Non-CMC 

case. 

Here we note that the massless scalar fields coupled with gravitational fields do not  

add additional degrees of freedom to the analysis. 

 

2.REQUISITES FROM BIFURCATION THEORY AND CONFORMAL 

FORMULATION 

2.1 Requisites from Bifurcation Theory 

In this section, we present some basic concepts and results from bifurcation theory 

that will be used to prove non-uniqueness results.  In particular, we give a formal 

definition of a bifurcation point and then describe the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction 

method. This reduction allows us to reduce a nonlinear problem between infinite-

dimensional Banach spaces to a finite-dimensional or even scalar-valued problem. 

Therefore it greatly simplifies the analysis and serves as a basic tool in the proof of 

non-uniqueness theorem. The following treatment is taken from [11]. 

Suppose that F : U  V  Z is a mapping with open sets U  X, V where X and 

Z are Banach spaces and , the set of real numbers.  We let  and λ .  

Additionally we assume that  is Frechet differentiable with respect to  and  

on U  V. We are interested in a solution to the nonlinear problem 

 = 0.                                (3) 

A solution of (3)  is a point   such that (3)  is satisfied. 

Definition : Suppose that ( 0, 0) is a solution to (3) . We say that 0 is a bifurcation 

point if for any neighborhood U  V of ( 0, 0)  there exists a λ   and  1, 

2 1 2 such that  ( 1, ), ( 2, )  U  V and ( 1, ) and ( 2, )   are both 

solution to (3). 

Given a solution ( 0, 0) to (3), we are interested in analyzing solutions to (3) in a 
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neighborhood of ( 0, 0) to determine whether it is a bifurcation point. One of the 

most useful tools for this is the Implicit Function Theorem. This theorem asserts that 

if ( 0, 0) is invertible, then there exists a neighborhood U1  V1 subset of U  V 

and a continuous function : V1  U1 such that all solutions to (3) in U1  V1 are of 

the form ( (λ), λ). Therefore in order that a bifurcation should occur at ( 0, 0), it 

follows that ( 0, 0)  must not be invertible. In other words, ( 0, 0) must 

have non-trivial kernel. 

We now describe Liapunov-Schmidt Reduction method. 

Liapunov-Schmidt Reduction 

Let be Banach spaces and assume that U  X, V are open subsets. 

For λ = λ0 we require that the mapping F : U  V  Z be a nonlinear Fredholm 

operator with respect to ; i.e. the linearization ( 0, 0) of ( 0, 0) is a Fredholm 

operator. Assume that F also satisfies the following assumptions : 

( 0, 0) = 0    for some  ( 0, 0)  U V,                                                        (4) 

Dim ker ( ( 0, 0)) =  dim ker ( ( 0, 0)
*) = 1                           (5) 

Here ( 0, 0)
* denotes the adjoint operator. 

Then, under the assumption  that ( 0, 0) has a one-dimensional kernel, there 

exists a projection operator P : X  X1 = ker ( ( 0, 0)). Similarly, there is a 

projection operator                                    Q : Y  Y2 = ker ( ( 0, 0)
*). This 

allows us to decompose X1  X2  and Y1  Y2 where X2 = R( ( 0, 0)
*) 

and   Y1 = R ( 0, 0)). We will refer to the decomposition X1  X2 and Y1  Y2 

induced by ( 0, 0) as the Liapunov decomposition, and we know that  = 

0 if and only if the following two equations are satisfied : 

Q  = 0                                                                                 (6) 

(I –Q)  = 0                                                                            (7) 

For any   we can write = ,  where   and   Define  

1  1 1 1  by 

   where 

1 1,   1 2     1      and                                                       (8) 

0 = 0 1, 0 0  1 

And  1 1  are neighborhoods such that 1 1  U  X. 

Then the definition of  implies that 0, 0, 0) = 0 and our choice of 

function space ensures that 

0, 0, 0) =  ( 0, 0) : X2  1  
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is bijective. The Implicit Function theorem then implies that there exist 

neighborhoods                2  1,   2  1,    2 1 and a continuous function 

2 2 2  such that all solutions to  = 0                                  (9) 

in  2 2  2  are of the form  = 0 

Inserting  the function  into the  equation  (7) yields a finite-dimensional 

problem 

 =   = 0.                                                                    (10) 

We observe that finding solutions  to (10) is equivalent to finding solutions to              

 = 0 in a neighborhood of ( 0, 0). We will refer to the finite-dimensional                 

problem (10) as the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction of (3). 

Given that ker ( ( 0, 0)) is spanned by 0,   we can then write  + 0.  

Substituting this into (10) we obtain 

 = ( + 0 +  ( + 0,                                                   (11) 

Using the reduction (11) and another application of the Implicit Function Theorem, 

we obtain the following theorems proved in [11], which allow us to determine a 

unique solution curve through the point ( 0, 0).  

Theorem 1. Assume F: U  V Z is continuously differentiable on U  V  X  

and that assumptions (4-5) hold. Additionally we assume that 

λ ( 0, 0) ( 0, 0)).                                                                                   (12) 

Then there is a continuously differentiable curve through ( 0, 0); that is, there exists 

{( | 0, λ0)},                (13) 

such that 

(  = 0 for   ,                                                               (14)                      

Moreover,  all solutions of  = 0 in a neighborhood of 0, λ0)  belong to the 

curve (13). 

In the proof of above theorem, applying the Implicit Function Theorem to  

implies that there exists a continuously differentiable function   such 

that   for all .                                              (15) 

Therefore  equation  reduces to  

 

Where solutions to above equation are of the form  
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Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be as it is and let the operators 

,     and  be defined as in (10), (9) and (15)  and let λ0 be as in 

(15) above and 0 = 0 + 0 . Then 

v 0, λ0) = 0,  v 0, λ0) = 0 and  v 0) = 0                        (16) 

And each of these operators has the same order of differentiability as . 

Proof is given in [11]. 

The next proposition, also taken from [11], provides us with a  method to determine 

information about λ (0). 

Proposition 3.  Let the assumption of theorem 1 be as it is. Moreover assume  that 

 ker ( 0, 0)) is spanned by  .  Then   

d/ds F(x(s),λ(s))|s=0 = DxF(x0, λ0) ̇x(0) +DλF(x0, λ0) ̇λ(0) = DxF(x0, λ0)(v_0 ) ̂ = 0                                  

                                                                                                                 (17) 

d^2/〖ds〗^2  F(x(s),λ(s))|s=0 = D^2 xxF(x0, λ0) [(v_0 ) ̂ ,(v_0 ) ̂ ] + DxF(x0, λ0) ̈x(0) + 

DλF(x0, λ0)λ ̈ (0)   =  0                                                                                           (18) 

In particular,  application of the projection operator Q defined in (6) to (18)  yields 

Q ( 0, 0) [ , ] + Q λ ( 0, 0)  (0) = 0.                                               (19) 

This implies that if λ ( 0, 0) x ( 0, 0))   and  

( 0, 0) [  , ] x ( 0, 0)), 

then λ(0)  0. 

The proof of this result  has been discussed in [9]. 

This is the procedure we will use to prove non-uniqueness in the CMC case. 

Other basic tools like Fredholm properties of the operator , Maximum principle , 

elliptic PDE tools  and Banach calculus have been taken from M. Holst and C. Meier 

[9]. 

In our analysis we shall use Holder Spaces    of functions or tensor fields 

defined on M. For the sake of completeness we define the space here : 

Let  be an open set of  and  ) be the bounded  continuous  

functions on   and  respectively . By identifying  ) with  

, we will consider  ) as a subset of . For  and 0 < β ≤ 1. Let  
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If  , then is Holder continuous with Holder exponent β. The collection of 

β-Holder continuous function on  will be denoted by  

 

And for  Let  

The elliptic operators on suitable Holder Space come out to be isomorphism , we shall 

use this fact latter. Also, 

If  and  for some β>1 , then u is  constant on each connected 

component of  . Indeed ,if  and  then ,  

 

Which shows  for all  . If  is in the same connected 

component as x , then there exist a smooth curve  such that 

 so , by the fundamental theorem of calculus and the chain 

rule ,  

 

 

2.2  Conformal Formulation: 

Hamiltonian Constraint: In order to turn the  Hamiltonian Constraint into a semi-

linear elliptic equation to be solved for a scalar function , one considers the metric  

as determined only upto a conformal factor . One sets for n > 2   

  i.e.                                                                                          (20) 

 

where   a given Riemannian metric on M . This particular conformal weight turns 

linear operator into  the differential operator on   appearing in the parenthesis of (21) 

below:  

 The scalar curvatures R(  and R(  of the conformal metrics  and are linked by  

the formula  

R(  =  )                                                                             (21) 

where  is the Laplace operator with respect to the metric . 
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When  and K are known, the Hamiltonian constraint becomes a semi-linear elliptic 

equation for  with a simple type of non-linearity : 

 .                                       (22)  

 

Momentum Constraint: 

We can express the momentum constraint in terms of   by using the 

relation between connections of two conformally related metrics . 

Lemma 4 : On an n dimensional manifold , if  and if the covariant 

derivatives in     and  are written respectively as  and D , then the divergences in 

the metric   and  of an arbitrary contravariant 2-tensor  are linked by the identity  

=                                                     (23) 

Proof : The proof follows from a simple computation using the identity which links 

the coefficients of the connections  of   and C of  : 

                                (24) 

 

3.  Formulation of Problem and Proof of existence of Critical Density 

 By decomposing our initial data into a weighted traceless part and its trace , we set ,  

                                                                                (25) 

Here   is a symmetric traceless 2- tensor , in the sense that 

tr  =                                                                                     (26) 

where   is a trace. 

The momentum constraint then becomes , 

                                                                    (27)                 

It follows from an elementary computation that  

 =       , with            (28) 

The Hamiltonian constraint therefore reads , 

                 (29) 
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If   are specified , this is a semilinear elliptic equation for  when  is 

known , called a “Lichnerowicz equation “. 

Again decomposing ,             =  , where    

 and   =  is the conformal killing operator.   

Hence , Equations (29, 27) can be written as 

      

 

 Finally,  The  equations (27,29) can be written in the following one parameter family 

of problems:  

                      (30) 

 

Here we assume that  is a given  metric with no conformal killing fields that has 

constant , positive scalar curvature . The expression   denote the derivative 

and the Laplace –Beltrami operator associated with     and     , 

denotes the divergence of the conformal killing operator associated with     , 

finally we define  

                                                            (31) 

                             

In general , we assume that    , however when we prove our CMC results 

we will additionally require  that   be constant . R is a positive constant and that 

 is also a non-zero constant . Equation (30) has the form of (27,29) 

with initial data depending on   where  

 

We show that in CMC case Solutions to (30) are non-unique . 

Problem Setup : we formulate (30) so that we can apply the Liapunov-Schmidt 

reduction. 

Define  

  (32) 
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And in the event   is constant we define , 

         (33) 

If   for a given   , then   (resp.  

Solves Equation (27) (resp. Eq.(33). 

We view (32) and (33) as non-linear operators between the Banach spaces   

 

 

Where ,  For ) , the first order Frechet derivatives 

 ,  ,   and  ,    all exist . In fact , 

both F and G are  

 k-differentiable for any k   N , provided  .   

Now we are ready to state main result . We first state that there is a critical density 

 such that there exist a constant   , where the linearization   and  

  have a kernel of dimension one . This provides the basis for our final 

results where we determine explicit solutions curves 

{  to obtain our non-uniqueness results. 

 

Existence of  :  

 We now proceed to prove existence of  such that dim ker   . 

The two results in this section pertain to the existence of a critical energy density 

 at which the linearizations of the operators F and G develop a one-dimensional 

kernel . These results allow us to apply the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method as 

mentioned in above section to analyze solutions in a neighborhood of ((  and 

(  

We present the following theorems : 

Theorem (CMC)5 :  Let (  denote the Frechet derivative with respect to .  

Then there exist a critical value of  and a constant  such that when ,  

expression of (  has a solution if and only if   .  

Furthermore , dim ker  and it is spanned by the constant function 
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    Moreover, we can determine the explicit values of  and  , which are , 

  and   .                              (34) 

Remark: In order that   is real we need to put a condition that      

is positive. Since  is positive ,this means   and we discard 

negative sign of  . Since  is the square of grad  this means the scalar 

field  needs to be a slowly increasing function. 

To prove this theorem we need a number of  technical results : 

We  first seek a critical density  where our elliptic problem goes from having 

positive solutions to having no positive solutions. 

Existence of a Critical Value. We seek a critical density   where our elliptic 

problem goes from having positive solutions to having no positive solutions.  In 

particular, what   we search is a value  such that when λ = 0, then (32) will have no 

solution for  and   will have a solution for . 

     When λ = 0, the assumption that admits no conformal killing fields implies that   

                                                                           
          (35) 

 Define  

                                                                 (36) 

where   is a constant to be determined. The objective will be to determine  so that 

 has a single, positive, multiple root and then use the maximum principle 

discussed  in [9] to conclude that if  then (35) will have no solution.  This leads  

us to the following proposition. 

 

Proposition 6.  Let  be defined as in (36). Then there exists constants  and 

 such that  for all  and the only positive root of  is . 

Proof. To determine  we observe that because  and  are constants, we simply                              

need to analyze the roots of (36) as    varies. We seek  such that  has a single,                                  

positive, multiple roots.  We observe that  if and only if 
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Furthermore, it is clear that each pair of roots {  of the even polynomial  

is   in direct correspondence with each positive root of  ,  

where . Therefore, we simply need to choose  such that  has a single 

positive root.  To accomplish this, we find the lone, local maximum of  and 

require it to be a root of . We have that 

    is a local max , and  

=  

 

                                                                        (37) 

Corollary 7.  Define the constants 

  and                                                         (38) 

Then if   

If follows that   

Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of Proposition 6. 

Now we show that  is a critical value of (35). 

Proposition 8 . Let  Then the constant  defined in Corollary 7 has                                              

the property that Eq. (35) has a positive solution if 0<   and has no positive                                   

solution if  . 

Proof of this theorem is same as given in Holst and Meier [9]. 

We can then apply the method of sub- and super-solutions as explained in Isenberg 

[10] .The following result extends Proposition 8 to the case when  and indicates 

that  is    also a critical value for the decoupled problem (33). 

Corollary 9. Let  and suppose that τ is a constant and that  

 

There exists an  such that there is no positive solution to (33) if and 
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, there exists a positive solution to (33)     if 0<  and 0                                                                            

Finally, if    and λ is sufficiently small, then (33) has a solution if and only if 

. 

Proof has been discussed in Holst and Meier [9] . 

Remark 10. We note that the negative sign in front of the term [   + A(  

] in the polynomial  ) =     -    -        played 

an essential role in allowing us to determine our critical density  and critical 

solution . If this term were positive, then  would be monotonic increasing for 

, and we would not be able to find a positive   and   so that q( )=0 and 

. As we saw in Corollary 9 and Propositition 8, these properties of   

played an important role in the existence of solutions to Eq. (33) and Eq. (35).   we 

will also see that these properties of play an important role in our non-uniqueness 

analysis by allowing for the kernel of the linearization of  and   to 

be  one-dimensional.   

Existence of a One Dimensional kernel of when  . we have 

proved the existence of a critical density that affected Eq.(35) and Eq.(33) had 

positive solutions. We now show that when  , the Linearization of both (32) 

and (33) develops a one-dimensional kernel . 

We first calculate the Frechet derivatives  and  . To 

compute these derivatives , we need only compute the Gateaux derivatives given that 

the G-derivatives are continuous in a neighborhood of  .   

Therefore , 

 

Where  satisfies = 1 . 

So for a given( ( ,w),  , the Frechet derivative  

 ,  

Is a block matrix of operators where the first column consists of derivatives of 

 with respect to  and the second column consists of derivatives with 

respect to w . This implies that  

 (39)  Where , 

                                     (40) 
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And L is the conformal Killing operator .Similarly , in the CMC case the map  

, has the form  

        (41) 

We now make some key observations about (41), 

Proposition 11  :let  be as in Corollary (9) . Then  and 

 has the form  

     ,                                                                                     

   Where  is defined as 

 ,  

And L is the conformal killing operator . 

Proof has been given in Holst and Meier [9]. 

Remark 12: Corrollary 7 implies that (41) reduces to               (42) 

in the CMC case . Therefore dim ker (  and it is spanned by the 

constant function . 

Some more results  are as follows whose proof has been given in Holst and Meier.[9] 

Corollary 13: Letting and  , the  – adjoint of 

 has the form  

=  ,                                                                          (43) 

Where  is defined by  

                           

Corollary 14 :  has a kernel of dimension 1 that is spanned by  , 

and  also has a kernel of dimension one that is spanned by  

We can now prove theorems 5 . The proof are an immediate consequences of the 

preceding results , but we summarize them here in the proof for convenience. 

 

Proof of Theorem 5  : Critical Parameter and Kernel Dimension : 

Proposition 8  implies the existence of critical values  
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and           , 

Such that if  

Then  . By Remark 12 we have that the linearization (41) in the 

CMC case reduces to  . This proves Theorem 5 . 

 

4. Proof of non-uniqueness 

Non-unique solutions to   when   .  

Theorem 5 provides the explicit form of solutions to (33) in a neighborhood of the 

point (  in the CMC case. The form of this solution curve implies that a saddle 

node bifurcation occurs at (  and that solutions are non-unique in a neighborhood 

of this point.  

Theorem 15(CMC):  

 Suppose that  is constant . Then the scalar problem is given by 

                              

(44)                      

When   , with  as in theorem 5 , then there exists a neighborhood of  

Such that all solutions to (44) in this neighborhood lie on a smooth solution curve  

{ that has the form 

 

 

In particular , there exist a  such that for all 0<  there exist at least two 

distinct  

Solutions   to (44) . 

Here we suppose that A(  satisfies the condition that   . 

Proof: We follow the procedure as given in [9]. 

In the CMC case our system (44) with  reduces to  

      (45) 
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To prove that solutions to (45) are non-unique , we will apply Liapunov-Schmidt 

reduction, and using theorem (1) and proposition (3) , we know that 

 . It follows that dim ker   , 

where both spaces are spanned by  

We can apply the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction, where  is a basis of  

ker  . By using Fredholm properties of the 

operator we can decompose  and  , 

where   

 

 and                                 (46) 

Letting P:  and  be projection operators and writing 

 the Implicit Function Theorem applied to (I-Q)G 

( ,  implies that w=  in a neighborhood of  and 

0=  . Plugging  into , QG  

we obtain                                             (47) 

All solutions to  in a neighborhood of  must satisfy above equation 

(47). 

We now observe that    . This implies that  

                             (48) 

Given that Q is the projection onto    and  is spanned by the constant function . 

 The Implicit Function Theorem applied to (47) implies that there exists a function 

 such that   ,   and  in a neighborhood of with 

. 

 Therefore (47) becomes , 

                                            (49)  

And by writing   , which we can do for   with  

sufficiently small , we obtain  

              (50) 

This implies that solutions to G(  are given by  in a neighborhood 
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of  , where  

                                 (51) 

 

determine a differentiable solution curve through  .  

Equation (51) gives us a explicit representation of the continuously differentiable 

curve {   provided by Theorem 2 .However using proposition 3  , we can 

determine that  to obtain even more information about  {  . Therefore 

we observe that  

 

Therefore , 

 

Given that  . Proposition 3 implies that  and that a saddle node 

bifurcation occurs at  

We now combine (51) and the fact that  to obtain a more explicit 

representation to the solution curve  {     in a neighborhood of  . 

Define the function  

                                            (52) 

 Then we have by  theorem 2  and proposition 3 , 

and  ,  

 ,                                (53) 

 . 

Therefore the function  . By computing a Taylor expansion of  about 

s=0 and using  Eq. (53) and Eq. (50) , we find that for s  

 ,  

                        (54) 

Where  

Based on the form of  and  in Eq. (54) , there exists a  such that 
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 ,  

for all  and  ,   for all  .  

Letting  M= min {  

and  

the Intermediate Value Theorem then implies that for all  , there exists 

 ,   , such that   . Based on how we chose 

 , we also have that  . This completes the proof .  

Remark : 

 Applying  similar analysis to the operator F in equation (32) which corresponds to 

Non-CMC case we can prove , non-uniqueness of solutions in this case also. 
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